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SAFETYFIX SYSTEMS
Biquadro Srl presents SAFETYFIX SYSTEMS. It
was born from the need to mount and
dismount repeatedly - in easy and safely way the ceiling panels and wall panels on motor
yachts. The system consists of two types of
fixing.
SAFETYFIX is not an “on-off” fixing system like
common pressure fixing systems. It is a fixing
system that exerts constant upward traction,
and at the same time It is also a panel anti-fall
device. It is composed by of a red "collar" and
a V spring with two folds that play as a safety
hooks: in case of accidental release the panel
does not fall, It is remains hung for a total
safety. With Safetyfix a single operator is
enough to assemble and disassemble ceiling
panels, even in large dimensions.
SPAZIO6 (“space6”) is the innovative pressure
fixing device that allows a remarkable
reduction of the number about fixing points. It
guarantees 100% fixing once inserted in the
coupling ring, screwed on the counter panel
with only two screws.
The SAFETYFIX SYSTEMS devices guarantee an
effective cost and time saving, and a total
safety fixing in comparison to the most
common and traditional pressure fixing
systems.
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Cod. Art. L700901

Cod. Art. L700902

red collar (A)

recyclable policarbonate

red collar (A)

V spring (B)

armonic stainless steel

joint (B); ring (C)

Ø fixing hole,
standard size

Ø 40 mm

Ø fixing hole, for
insert the ring (C)

Ø 40 mm, standard size

hole position on
raw counter panel

center hole at 50 mm from the
border of the finishing panel

hole position on
center hole at 50 mm from the
raw counter panel border of the finishing panel
guaranteed
tensile
strenght

16 Kg

on a single fixing point

120 Kg

nr. 4 fixing points, with
panel in safety position

screws number

guaranteed
tensile
strenght

recyclable policarbonate

16 Kg on a single fixing point

from 2 up to 4 screws

screws number

from 4 up to 6 screws

adjustment
position

Δ 10 mm [in every direction]

adjustment
position

Δ 5 mm [in every direction]

weight

27 g.

weight

22 g.
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Le informazioni possono cambiare senza preavviso e senza responsabilità da parte di Biquadro Srl.
Above values could change without Biquadro Srl responsibility.
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